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Abstract program, early in its mission. Present and projected
future requirements of the USAF regarding propulsion

A test and evaluation study examining the have been considered in the analysis of UK-10
United Kingdom's 10 centimeter diameter xenon ion suitability for USAF spacecraft. Other attractive
thruster system, known as the UK-10, has been electric propulsion options are available as well.
performed at The Aerospace Corporation. The UK-10
Ion Propulsion System is designed for satellite L Introduction
stationkeeping and on-orbit repositioning missions

* where substantial cumulative velocity change is The principal objective of the Foreign
required to control satellite position over the mission Comparative Test (FCT) Program of the Department of
lifetime. The purpose of the study, sponsored by the Defense is the identification, test and evaluation of non
Department of Defense and managed by the Air Force, US-produced products which are potentially cost-
was to determine if the UK-10 is a suitable effective and timely alternatives to satisfy DoD
replacement on USAF satellites for presently employed requirements. The product for evaluation in this
propulsion devices. The study therefore evaluated all program was the United Kingdom 10 .centimeter
essential aspects of the UK-10 pertaining to its diameter xenon ion thruster system known as the UK-
potential use, however, a conventional lifetest was 10. This propulsion system is designed for satellite
beyond the scope. An examination of performance, stationkeeping and on-orbit repositioning missions
lifetime, spacecraft integration issues, mission analysis, where a substantial velocity change, AV, is required to
computational modeling, and a comparative technology control satellite position over the mission lifetime. The
assessment has been performed. Emphasis has been purpose of this program was to determine if the UK-10
placed on the creation of a data base which will be could perform these missions for USAF satellites.
useful for the integration and operation of satellites The UK-10 propulsion system consists
using the UK-10 or other gridded electrostatic ion essentially of the thruster, Propellant Supply and
thrusters. Monitoring Equipment (PSME), and Power

Included in the improved data base are Conditioning and Control Equipment (PCCE). The UK
measurements of performance envelope, thrust vector Defence Research Agency (DRA), Farnborough,
migration, ion flux and floating potential profiles, provided an engineering model thruster operating on
propellant charge state distribution, electron, beam ion, xenon propellant. The term "UK-10 Ion Propulsion
neutral xenon, and charge exchange ion densities, grid System (IPS)" will refer here to the flight systems
dynamics, iron and molybdenum erosion rates, being manufactured at Matra Marconi Space UK.
absolute thrust level, etc. While thruster lifetime is best To determine readiness and suitability of the
evaluated by a space lifetest, it has been estimated by UK-10 IPS for USAF missions, a complete ground Test
the ground evaluation to be 10,700 ± 3000 hours at a and Evaluation (T&E) of the UK-10 thruster,
25 mN operating point with standard triple grid examining i) performance, ii) operating lifetime, and
configuration, and 91% propellant mass utilization. iii) spacecraft integration/interaction issues, was

This test program concluded that the UK-10 is required. This ground-based evaluation coupled with
an acceptable propulsion system for use on suitable ESA's operational UK-10 IPS experience on the
USAF spacecraft, subject to successful demonstration ARTEMIS geostationary satellite beginning in 1997,
by the ARTEMIS geostationary satellite scheduled for will enable a decision to be made concerning UK-10
1997 or 1998 launch. It is expected that ARTEMIS readiness and suitability for operational use on US
will resolve the few remaining concerns which could missions. Since the instrumentation on ARTEMIS
not be adequately addressed by the ground test provides little of the precise data obtainable during

Copyright @ by The Arospace Corporatio. Published by the American Inite of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Inc. with permissio.
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ground-based T&E, and the ground testing did not conditioning equipment was not required Laboraton
involve a life test of a complete flight unit, both ground power supply and propellant feed equipment with the
and space testing had to be essential elements of the required versatility was built at Aerospace.
evaluation. The Aerospace Corporation was chosen to Test results of the program have been
obtain independent, unbiased ground testing and documented in technical papers at AIAA conferences
analysis results and the International Electric Propulsion Conference.'.

The ground-based evaluation was a 14 Papers produced for the UK-10 FCT program are
comprehensive, non-lifetest study. This program listed in boldface in the references section. These
evaluated all essential aspects of the UK-10 pertaining results were presented at technical conferences to help
to its potential use on USAF satellites. An examination facilitate the dissemination of information to the
of performance, lifetime, spacecraft integration issues, propulsion and satellite design communities, including
mission analysis, computational modeling, and a personnel at satellite manufacturers. In addition, a test
comparative technology assessment has been and evaluation report's and a disposition report have
performed. been provided to the Air Force. The main program

Many geostationary satellites require and/or results are discussed below. Overlap results because of
benefit from longer life, precision stationkeeping, and interdependency between categories. For example, the
the capability to reposition on-orbit. DSCS III (Defense principal source of spacecraft contamination derives
Satellite Communications System) satellites, for from erosion of the molybdenum accelerator grid,
example, have a N-S and an E-W stationkeeping which is also primarily responsible for determining the
margin of ± 0.1 degree. Commercial communications UK-10 IPS lifetime.
satellites generally have the same requirements. Transfer and installation of the thruster, and the
National space policy includes the following goals: development of a test plan began in September, 1992.
reduced space-lift operations and maintenance costs, Thruster operations began in March of 1993. During
operational flexibility, routine access to space, and the subsequent two years, hereafter referred to as the
compatibility with the environment. Electric T&E period, a comprehensive evaluation was
propulsion systems such as the UK-10 IPS offer great conducted based on a written test plan document. 6 The
potential to reduce space-lift operations and level of effort at Aerospace was approximately 2.3 full
maintenance cost, increase satellite lifetime, and time MTS (Member of the Technical Staff) and one
increase operational flexibility. Also, a reduced launch full time technician for a period of 2.6 years. Of the
mass of individual satellites and the possible use of total funds provided by DoD, a portion went to NASA
smaller boosters may reduce the environmental impact for the development and application of modeling
of space system operations. software to analyze engine operation. This work was

This paper is intended to accomplish three main subcontracted to Colorado State University.
purposes: i) summarize and disseminate UK-10 test Because the world market has several electricand evaluation results, ii) link various program thrusters under development with similar performance
technical papers and results, and iii) provide further characteristics, a comparative technology assessment
information on a few technical topics which were not has been made of these thrusters. It was necessary asfully treated elsewhere. As such, the discussion will well to perform simple mission analyses to assess the
range from superficial summary to detailed treatment, benefit of utilizing electric propulsion technology.

Present and projected future requirements of the USAF
II. Test and Evaluation Program Structure regarding propulsion have been considered in the

analysis of UK-10 IPS suitability for USAF spacecraft.
The thruster provided by the UK Defence

Research Agency (DRA), Farnborough, is designated a IIL Summary of Results and Discussion
T5 Mk3 by the UK. The unit, an engineering model
thruster using xenon propellant, was transferred to III.1 Mission Analysis
Aerospace in October 1992. At about this time, the Many studies have shown that propulsion
decision was being made to use a triple grid set for ion devices with high thrust per unit mass flow, such as the
beam extraction on ARTEMIS. Since a triple grid set UK-10, offer dramatic cost reduction, payload and
was not then available, a thruster with the baseline repositioning capability enhancement, and/or increased
twin grid set was provided. A triple grid set was mission lifetime, depending on how the engineering
retrofitted to the thruster in April 1994. trade is executed.' 17 -19 These benefits become possible

Due to the nature of the T&E program, when the UK-10 is used for north-south stationkeeping
engineering or flight unit propellant supply and power
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(NSSK) instead of conventional chemical propulsion utilization, high efficiency with respect to usage of
systems. electrical power, autonomous operation for long

The substantial benefits associated with an periods, and an extraordinary throttling range. The
enhanced repositioning capability and the reduction in optimized operating points for nominal 25 and 18 mN
total satellite wet mass devoted to NSSK, both made operation, established as a direct result of the T&E
possible by high specific impulse electric propulsion, program, are given in Table la, with the associated
have already been detailed (see especially Figs. 3 and 4 utilization and efficiency figures in Table lb. These
in Ref 15).' operating points were chosen to maximize thruster

During the Persian Gulf conflict several years lifetime and minimize spacecraft contamination. Some
ago, a DSCS II (geostationary satellite with 612 kg and variation in the parameters is allowable, since the
520 W, BOL) was repositioned by roughly 1000 to lifetime and contamination are not sharply dependent
augment existing communications capability. The on the control parameters about the chosen operating
transfer required about 1 month at a total propellant point. 3"  For example, a 0.3A reduction in main
expenditure of approximately 6 kg. The fact that faster discharge current, with compensating increase in
transfer times require additional propellant, and this magnet current, produces the same nominal 25 mN
was already an appreciable fraction of propellant thrust level with lower energy cost per extracted ion.
remaining, seriously constrained the repositioning This benefit comes at the expense, primarily, of a small
parameters. On-orbit maneuver rates for increase in anode voltage.
geosynchronous longitude repositioning maneuvers Thruster performance figures obtained by
using electric thrusters exceed those of chemical Aerospace improved during the two year T&E period.
thrusters, with much higher fuel efficiency, when the The performance improvement resulted from the
spacecraft has an adequate power to weight ratio. If refinement of cathode and main flow ratios, grid
500 W were available for the same DSCS II maneuver, conditioning, use of a triple grid set, and the
the UK-10 IPS could have repositioned it within the optimization of operating parameters. The performanceSsame time penod using about 1/2 kg propellant (see data and chosen operating points of Ref 3 differ
Fig. 4 of Ref. 15). With higher available power, the significantly from the results given here. The main
transfer could be made more quickly and with much factor enabling this improvement was an increase in
less propellant. As a general rule, only the most the ratio of cathode to main flow rate. In addition, it is
modern geostationary satellites have a high enough possible that performance figures may have gradually
power to weight ratio to perform on-orbit repositioning improved with time as the thruster aged.
with both less time and less propellant.' Given the Engine operation is complex, due to the
observed power to mass trend, 1 2 0 new satellites will coupling of three propellant flows and three different
have little difficulty meeting this requirement, plasmas. Operating parameters such as cathode and

anode currents, and the ratio of cathode to main
II.2 Performance Envelope discharge chamber flow rate required substantially

UK-10 performance meets the projected different settings for optimum performance at
requirements of many USAF geostationary satellites. Aerospace, than were used in UK lifetests. This
The thruster is capable of high propellant mass

Table la. Operating point parameters for 25 and 18 mN nominal thrust levels.
OPERATING PARAMETER 25 mN 18 mN
Beam _1100V 457mA 1100V 329mA
Main discharge 43.5V 3000mA 43.0V 2250mA
Main cathode, keeper 10.5V 520mA 11.2V 550mA
Solenoid 12.1V 162mA 9.2V 138mA
Neutralizer cathode, keeper 19V 900mA 19V 900mA
Accelerator grid -225V 1.20mA -225V 0.90mA
Decelerator grid -50V 0.90mA -50V 0.65mA
Cathode flow rate 0.097' mg/s 0.0849' mg/s
Main flow rate 0.584 mg/s 0.438 mg/sI Includes an estimated 20% reduction due to flow restriction of operating cathode (the flow was measured with
cathode off).
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difference is believed to be due largely to facility In addition to an analysis of the performance
effects, primarily the better vacuum obtained in the envelope, thruster performance was characterized with
Aerospace test chamber. The US performance figures respect to 1) thrust vector nugration, ' '3 2) beam
are generally better than those determined by UK divergence, 1 "'4 3) charge state composition of the
testing, again due to conditions which more accurately primary ion beam,"' 4 and 4) absolute thrust level as
reflect thruster space operation. Performance figures determined by a thrust stand."
have been verified by UK personnel during visits to the
Aerospace facility.

Table lb. Calculated and corrected parameters.

25 mN 18mN
CALCULATED PARAMETER Calculated Corrected Calculated Corrected
Thrust (F, mN) 25.0 23.7' 18.0 16.9"
Specific Impulse (, s) 3744 3 3 5 9b 3510 3 0 6 5

b

Power to thruster (PT, W) 658 658 483 483
Mass utilization efficiency" (rlm, %) 91.3 86.4' 85.6 79.5 c

Electrical efficiency (Tr., %) 76.4 68.8' 74.9d 67.4
Thrust efficiency (tiT, %) 69.8 59.3' 64.1 52.6
aCorrected for beam divergence, multiply charged ions, etc, using correction factors given in Ref 13. The direct
thrust stand measurement (also Ref 13) gave a lower result, but if correct involves an unknown thrust loss
mechanism.
blncludes neutralizer flow rate of 0.04 mg/s and total thrust correction factor (see Ref. 13).
cIncludes neutralizer flow rate of 0.04 mg/s.
dDoes not consider PCCE losses.
'Assumes PCCE is 90% efficient.
'Uses the corrected thrust level given above.

UK-10 IPS performance is appropriate for a neutralizer, and internal components. A defect in the I
variety of USAF and other US satellites with adequate manufacturing process for some cathodes and
end of life (EOL) solar array power per kg spacecraft neutralizers has caused premature heater failure. The
mass. Geosynchronous satellites with >2 W/kg power devices are still operable after heater failure, using a
to mass ratio can easily accommodate a UK-10 IPS for cold-starting procedure which shortens the useful
the purpose of N-S stationkeeping. A set of 4 UK-10 lifetime, perhaps to a few thousand hours. Matra
thrusters can readily perform NSSK for satellites of the Marconi UK has not yet corrected this defect Devices
2000 kg class, one thruster firing for about 2 hours at a of similar construction with a functioning heater, are
time, twice per day except during eclipse periods. For capable of operating successfully in excess of 10,000
satellites with low solar array power to satellite mass hours.2 1 The SERT II neutralizer cathodes operated
ratio (<1 W/kg is certainly in this category), the successfully on-orbit for over 17,000 hours before the
selection of a UK-10 IPS rather than a thruster system mercury propellant reservoir was emptied.Y Lifetests _
with higher thrust to electrical power ratio is highly in progress at DRA have successfully completed a few
unlikely. Spacecraft designed to use electric propulsion thousand hours of cyclic operation on several main
may incorporate array power in excess of that required cathodes in parallel, and more than 5000 hours on
for all spacecraft functions excluding stationkeeping several neutralizers.23

and repositioning. This would improve flexibility and The high erosion rate of internal components,
decrease the importance of thrust to power ratio. In principally the baffle disk and pole pieces, generated
practice, UK-10 suitability for spacecraft should be concern after the first 500 hour lifetest conducted at
handled on a per case basis. AEA Technology. Internal erosion was the life-

limiting mechanism at the chosen operating point
IIL3 Lifetime rather than accelerator grid mechanical failure due to

Aerospace testing of the UK-10 thruster has erosion effects. The lifetest was conducted under non-
demonstrated adequate thruster lifetime for precision ideal circumstances, and led to imposition of a 40 Volt
stationkeeping on typical USAF satellites. The primary upper limit for the UK-10 anode voltage on ARTEMIS
failure points of the thruster are: grids, cathode, to reduce internal erosion rates. Aerospace results
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Sregarding the dependence of relative overall erosion not surprising, due to the much higher ion

rate of internal components indicate that this impihgement energies on the accelerator grind
restriction is more stringent than necessary,4 " *4 Reduction of internal erosion rates due to trace
resulting in an operating point with reduced thruster amounts of N, in the propellant or as residual vacuum
lifetime. Internal erosion rate increases rapidly, while chamber gas, has been observed long ago, but the
accelerator grid erosion rate decreases slowly with underlying mechanism is still poorly understood. 2' The
increasing anode voltage. Even up to 43 Volts on the use of N2 could potentially eliminate the risk of grid
anode, thruster lifetime at 18 and 25 mN thrust levels shorting, a serious problem for the SERT II
is not limited by internal erosion. '"'4 Operation above spacecraft.22

43 Volts is not recommended unless a small amount of Several evaluations in the past have generated
nitrogen (1-2% by volume should be sufficient) is estimates of T5 grid lifetime. These have been based on
added to the propellant to reduce the internal erosion physical measurements of grid aperture modification
rate. It was observed that QCM mass deposition rates over extended time periods, and a set of assumptions
fell by more than 20% at small angles off the grid concerning facility effects and other factors.25'2 7

plane, when the propellant contained a few per cent Further study has shown some assumptions to be
N2. At these angles, iron and its oxidation products inaccurate. It was thought after the AEA triple grid
accounted for 30-40% by weight of the deposition lifetest, that a reduction in operating vacuum chamber
material.4  A small reduction in QCM signal, pressure from 10 5 Torr to space conditions would
comparable to 2a in the relative error, was observed at reduce the accel grid erosion rate by 50%. Aerospace
angles where molybdenum mass deposition products studies of the pressure dependence of grid currents and
are some 5 times higher than iron. The magnitude of QCM signal shows that the reduction is less than 15%.
signal decrease was roughly that of the iron The definition of grid lifetime is not universally
contribution when pure xenon propellant was used. It agreed upon. The definition used here is that end of life
seems likely, therefore, that the N2 dramatically involves mechanical failure of the grids associated with
reduced internal erosion rates, while having little effect total erosion of the grid webbing. Table 2 lists the
on the erosion of molybdenum from the grids. This is various estimates of grid lifetime obtained in the

Table 2. T5 predicted component lifetimes (hours). The Aerospace 18 and 25 mN operating points are given in
Table la.

Component Aerospace AEA - AEA 500 Hour DRA
Sapphire* Testb Lifetest

Accelerator grid
25 mN 10,700'±3000 6,075d  9,355
18 mN 15,000±4000 7,56 0d N/A
25 mN, optimum con-
figuration, self protection 18,000'±5000 16,200' N/A

Main cathode, neutralizer cathode >10,000s  
>2000 h,

>5000
'AEA Technology computational model, validated by Aerospace grid current measurements (see Refs. 25,26).
Approximately 80% propellant mass utilization.

'Mechanical failure, at 91% propellant mass utilization. Predicted life at 80%/ utilization would be much less, as
suggested by the AEA model.
SDoes not include a self protection effect (this effect is produced by the redeposition of sputtered molybdenum onto
the accelerator grid). Also, grid configuration is slightly different from the one tested at Aerospace. 80%
utilization.
'Prediction based on non-optimized grid set.

gAssumes manufacturing issues are solved
hLifetests in progress, as of June 1995.

Aerospace and UK studies. The results of a agreement with experimental accelerator grid current
computational model recently developed by AEA dependence on background pressure," 26 are included.3 Technology and validated in the past by excellent Estimates of grid life seldom include error limits,
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because they are usually large and poorly quantified. be justified. However, even this erosion rate will have
The Aerospace estimated grid lifetime is not highly some time dependence as erosion modifies the grid
accurate. The principal reasons for this are i) at what geometry, and this dependence is not precisely known.
point the grid function is too degraded for practical use On the basis of an analysis of all known failure
is not well understood, and ii) the material sputtered mechanisms, the UK-10 IPS lifetime is predicted to be
from individual grids has a wide angular distribution roughly 10000 hours at the 25 mN operating point in
subject to change over time, varying in loss rate over Table la, which is more than sufficient for NSSK of
the grid diameter, with a fraction of that material modern satellites. The potential device lifetime at 18
redepositing on adjacent grids and the discharge mN appears to be well in excess of 10,000 hours, but
chamber wall which can only be estimated. insufficient lifetesting, particularly of the cathode and

Table 3 indicates estimated mass accounting neutralizer, and some manufacturing issues result in
figures used in the calculation of lifetime. The figures considerable uncertainty concerning overall thruster
are based on the grid set geometry, including open area lifetime as presently manufactured. On xenon, hollow
fractions, grid thickness, and configuration factors. cathode lifetimes exceeding 10,000 hours have been
The term "first order" indicates estimates of accel grid demonstrated, even at much higher currents than
material distribution as a result of the accel grid employed by the UK-10. A typical 2000 kg
sputtering process only. Second order figures include geostationary satellite that requires precision NSSK
guesses as to the redistribution caused by sputtering will need about 13,000 hours of thruster operation at
inside the discharge chamber and elsewhere, and 25 mN, over a 10 year mission lifetime. This requires
ionization and extraction of material deposited inside about 3400 hours of operation (see Table 4) from each
the discharge chamber in first order. No claim is made UK-10 thruster, for a normal set of 4 UK-10 thrusters
as to the accuracy of the figures. with two each on north and south panels. A margin

The erosion rate of the grid set provided varied much more than 100% exists in the lifetime necessary
dramatically during its 500 hour lifetest at AEA. to perform the mission. For very massive spacecraft, a
However, two measurements of erosion rate at set of 6 or 8 thruster units may be desirable to maintain
Aerospace, separated by several hundred hours, yielded a high lifetime margin.
similar rates. An extrapolation over time can therefore

Table 3. Estimated mass accounting for 1 gram of sputtered accel grid material, based on open area fractions, configuration
factors, sputter yields, etc.

Accel Decel Screen Screen Inner Exits thruster, Exits
(downstream) (upstream) components neutral thruster, ion

First order 0.35 0.11 0.11 0.0 0.22 0.22 0.0
Second order 0.36 0.12 0.11 0.01 0.11 0.23 0.06

m.4 Spacecraft Integration determined. The results indicated that levels of
A number of issues pertain to the integration of contamination exist which can quickly alter the

an ion propulsion system on a spacecraft, as indicated characteristics of samples in the thruster-induced
in Figure 1 and discussed below, environment, which view the extraction grids. Samples

located behind the thruster were unaffected to within
m.4.1 Contamination experimental error. In general, spacecraft thermal

The issues of lifetime and contamination are control materials, sensors, and all other major
strongly linked, because the same process that accounts spacecraft components except solar arrays and possibly
for the life-limiting erosion of the accelerator grid antennas, will be positioned behind the grid plane. For
produces most of the material which contaminates the a typical configuration and mission scenario, computed
thruster environment. The deposition of material on EOL degradation of total solar array output due to
surfaces in the thruster environment was monitored thruster-produced deposition was less than 10% (see
using a rotatable quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) Figure 2). Due to an inverse square distance
and a diverse collection of sample spacecraft dependence of deposition rate, shorter, less powerful
materials.4 The effect of thruster environment on these solar arrays will suffer higher percentage degradation
materials samples during a 65 hour exposure was for a typical configuration. The level of degradation
analyzed according to modification of solar will be substantially reduced by the incorporation of a
absorptance and emittance characteristics. The suitable sputter shield to eliminate the solar array
elemental composition of the deposits was also direct line-of-sight view of the grids, and/or a larger
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System Interactions
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-conducted EMI
-radiator erosion/contamination

Figure 1. Artist's conception of spacecraft-thruster interactions and plausible configuration of UK-10 IPS on a DSCS fl type
spacecraft (not to scale), for illustration. In practice, the DSCS m is a marginal candidate for ion propulsion, due to a low
power to mass ratio. As oriented, the solar arrays will receive the maximum deposition of thruster material (array normal in the
plane containing thrust and array axes), the worst case scenario. The angle between array and thruster axes for a north or south
face (the arrays point north and south) is the cant, and would ideally be small to produce more thrust along the N-S axis.
Thruster positioning on north and south thermal radiators is the most likely configuration. ARTEMIS has N-S radiator thruster
pallets adjoining the anti-earth face, rather than east and west faces. From Ref 4.

thruster cant angle. There are no plans at present to
include a shield on ARTEMIS. The design of a sputter 0 eleg, nn of t"70 panel. IReati Vila
shield would not be entirely trivial since a pane eNtv
minimization process is required. The shield will act as so CANTT=2o
a source of contamination itself when struck by highly 0 o ,
divergent ions at beam energies. This must be balanced - so I30 el a,,.

with the shielding effect to produce a minimum solar 0 
array degradation rate. The Japanese ion engine on t 10
board the ETS VI satellite launched in 1994 (which o

failed to reach its proper orbit), did have a sputter 0 5 10 15

shield, as did the 8 cm ion engines on the Teal Ruby DISTANCE ALONG ARRAY AXIS (m)
spacecraft, which was built but never launched.

The solar array deposition rate is also strongly Figure 2. Predicted molybdenum deposition depth along an
affected by the thruster cant angle with respect to the Intelsat VIIa solar array axis, due to accumulated
face of the spacecraft. contamination from the T5 thruster during 10,000 hours of

For a typical configuration and mission total operation. The nominal 25 mN operating point of Table
scenario, the degradation of spacecraft materials will la and data from Ref 4 were used for the calculation. A set

scenario, the degadation o spacecat matl l l of four canted thrusters mounted on north and south radiator
not exceed acceptable limits The small level of panels, 1.5 m from the array mounting point, was assumed
potential solar array degradation can be mitigated (5,000 hours for each panel). The thruster operated at a
through the use of a sputter shield on the thrusters or nominal 25 mN thrust level, with no preferred average angle
an increase in the thruster cant angle. between thrust vector and array normal over the mission

duration. Not included is the contribution of other metals,
111.4.2 Electromagnetic Interference (EMI) especially iron.

Levels of thruster-generated EMI at the
communications frequencies above 1 GHz, used by the pected to cause problems. The use of ion propulsion
vast majority of satellites, are very low2830 and not ex- will tend to result in the placement of thruster, power
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conditioner, and other spacecraft electronics on north substantial thruster body IR emission and conduction
and south thermal radiators in close proximity. This is to the spacecraft during thruster operation, as was done
due to the necessity of efficiently radiating waste heat for the ARTEMIS integration. The thruster body itself.
away from the source points. The close proximity at a temperature of about 2000 C, radiates directly to
between UK-10 IPS and spacecraft payload electronics space. Most of the UK-10 IPS thermal energy flux to
increases the likelihood of EMI effects. The initial the spacecraft derives from power conditioner losses
operational experience of ARTEMIS in 1997 will durng power conversion. Thermal integration of the
indicate immediately if electronics shielding is UK-10 on USAF spacecraft is a manageable problem.
inadequate for this configuration. If so, the problem is
solvable. Communications signals transmitted through II4.5 Thrust Vector Direction and Gimbalin2
the thruster plume at these frequencies, except for a The direction of the thrust vector migrates very
small phase shift of little significance,8s-' should be slightly during thruster warmup and normal
virtually unaffected by the plasma, and the UK-10 IPS operation. "' ARTEMIS uses gimbal mounting with ±
is expected to meet all USAF requirements concerning several degree steering capability to eliminate any
EMI levels at standard communications frequencies. possible concern associated with thrust vector
Satellites such as FLTSATCOM and UHF-FO which migration during the life of the thruster and shift in
use 240-270 MHz, are more likely to have an EMI spacecraft center of mass over its mission duration.
problem than those satellites utilizing only 21 Ghz Whether these gimbals are necessary is debatable." 13

signals. Like some other electric propulsion devices, In any case, thrust vector stability will meet USAF
EMI levels are considerably higher below 100 MHz. requirements.
USAF satellites do not utilize frequencies below 100
MHz for communications. I.4.6 Safety

The design pressure of xenon contained in the
m.4.3 Sensor Interactions ARTEMIS propellant tank is 56 bar, which is low

Because the temperature of thruster external compared to most regulated chemical propellant
surfaces are on the order of 200 degrees Celsius, any systems. The use of extreme storage pressures is not
sensitive infrared sensors required on the spacecraft required.
cannot be allowed to view the thruster. Similarly, A high voltage (about 1100V) is applied to the
visible, ultraviolet, and low energy X ray sensors would thruster body, obtained by DC to DC conversion of
be affected by the emission from the thruster plume,3  solar array output power. While the combination of
without appropriate precautions. In addition, the low high voltage with high current is unusual on a
density charge exchange plasma which extends well spacecraft, considerably higher voltages are routinely
outside the primary ion beam, may have an impact, in use on most communications satellites. For the ion
Electric potential gradients inside the beam cause some thruster, suitable precautions must be taken to shield
ions to migrate away from the beam, possibly striking the high voltage from generation to application sites.
spacecraft surfaces, with translational energy in the The safety issues do not constitute a serious concern,
range of 0-15 electron Volts.7 '4 Because some sensors since all have been successfully managed on existing
may be affected by these ions, the use of appropriate satellites and on past flight tests of ion thrusters such
shielding to mitigate against possible ion/sensor as SERT II.2
interactions is recommended. A thruster sputter shield The vast majority of geosynchronous
will be beneficial in this regard. If contaminants are communications satellites launched to-date with
present on spacecraft surfaces, ion-assisted deposition precise N-S stationkeeping requirements carry
may occur resulting in the potentially troublesome hundreds of kilograms of hydrazine propellant (or a
formation of surace films.4  hydrazine derivative such as monomethyl hydrazine

(MMH)). The launch-site processing of hydrazine is a
I14.4 Thermal Control serious and costly safety hazard. In some cases, the

The sum of excess thermal energy, about 150 W replacement of satellite hydrazine with xenon
per 600 W total UK-10 power consumption, propellant systems may produce a significant savings
necessitates placement of the thruster and power in launch processing costs and eliminate a safety
conditioner on a thermal radiator, and increases problem. The impact would likely be minimal,
competition for radiator surface area. The thermal however, where boosters or upper stages utilize much
model created for spacecraft integration of electric larger quantities of hydrazine.
propulsion systems has to include the effect of
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III.5 Manufacturing Assessment Manufacture of the UK-10 IPS is currenthl on
There are clcarly some manufactunng issues schedule for a late-1997/early-1998 ARTEMIS launch

Shich need to be worked out by Matra Marconi/DRA
concerning the fabrication of cathode and neutralizer III.6 Evaluation of Comparable Technolovg
A defect in the manufacturing process has resulted in Many studies have established that high specific
the premature failure of cathode and neutralizer heater impulse electric propulsion devices constitute an
elements used at AEA Technology and Aerospace. enabling technology for NSSK, repositioning, and
This defect appears to be understood, with enough other applications These devices expand payload mass
defect-free devices available for the ARTEMIS and capability, extend mission lifetime, and/or reduce
mission. The defect in question causes heater failure costs, provided that all issues related to their
only, so that the devices can still be operated using a operational use can be adequately addressed.
"cold" starting procedure. This alternate starting In 1992. the only U S. operational spacecraft
procedure is undesirable since it consumes a system which had accepted a high specific impulse
considerable amount of propellant and is predicted to thruster (2500 s) for NSSK was the Telstar 4
shorten device lifetime. Production of new cathodes commercial satellite. The first of these was launched in
and neutralizers stopped in 1993, when Philips 1993, and the position of many spacecraft designers
Components Limited permanently closed this has grown much more appreciative of the potential
production line. Matra Marconi and DRA are benefits of electric thrusters. No U.S. manufacturer was
establishing new production lines, making an ion thruster system for a specific satellite. It

Aerospace test results showed that the tnple is believed that Hughes Aircraft currently intends to
grid design can be improved to reduce erosion rates of launch its Xenon Ion Propulsion System (XIPS-13) on
the grids and increase the thruster lifetime4 A new one of its own satellites in the very near future.
design has been formulated by DRA/AEA, and is In 1993, a consortium of U.S., Russian, and
beginning a fabrication and test phase. This is an French companies was formed (called ISTI), to
improvement which will be available for USAF facilitate the development and marketing of the
missions. Russian Stationary Plasma Thruster (SPT) for U.S. and

international markets. The SPT-100 thruster was

Table 6. Main feature comparison for electric thrusters. A set of four is assumed for each electric thruster.

FEATURE UK-10 SPT-100 XIPS-13 ARCJET BIPROP
Required thrusting hours' for 13,469; 4910; 1228 each 17,919; 1604; 401 each short
AV=500 m/s, Msc=2000kg 3367 eachb 4480 each
Beam Divergence Low High Medium Medium Medium
Ground Support Level Low Low Low Low High
Approximate lifetime 10,000 hrsb >5,000 hrs' 10,000 hrsd 1,000 hrs 20 hrs
Thermal Shield Required No Yes No Yes No
Thrust Level Operating Point Variable Some variability Fixed Some variability Fixed
Thrust Level, Variation Steady Oscillates Steady, may Some noise Typically 10%

recycle variation
Typical Thrust Level 25 mN 80 mN 18 mN 200 mN 100 lbs
Approx. Specific Impulse (s) 3000 1600 2600 > 500 300
Complexity High Moderate Moderate Moderate Low
'Cant angle = 30 degrees. AV=500 m/s corresponds to a 10 year N-S stationkeeping mission for a geosynchronous
spacecraft.
b 25mN operating point (see Table 1). Lowering the propellant mass utilization reduces thruster lifetime due to
increased accelerator grid erosion rate.
'See Ref. 31.
d Claimed lifetime at 18 mN - not demonstrated by lifetest or other published analysis, but consistent with UK-10
test results at Aerospace.
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chosen as the baseline NSSK propulsion system for bipropellant chemical thrusters The UK-10 is
Stentor, a French technology demonstration competitve with all of these devices, and wins against
commurucations satellite. Also dunng the period of the the bipropellant chemical thruster in any reasonable
FCT program, the mission of the ARTEMIS spacecraft matchup Less information is publicly available
was upgraded to operational from technology concerning the other thrusters, except for the SPT-100
demonstrator, and the Japanese ETS-VI technology on which much effort was expended for
demonstrator carrying MELCO ion engines was characterization and improvement. Due to the
launched (in 1994), but did not reach its proper orbit sinilarity of the UK-10 and the XIPS-13 thruster,
due to a chemical propulsion system failure, however, the test results of this FCT program aid the

Table 4 compares the main features of ion understanding of XIPS-13 performance, lifetime, and
thrusters, including the SPT-100 thruster, arcjets, and spacecraft interaction potential.

Table 5. Summary of Aerospace measurements performed on the T5 ion thruster.
MEASUREMENT COMMENTS

Performance Envelope Characterization was emphasized at 25 and 18 mN, but operation at thrust levels as
low as 0.5 mN and as high as 35 mN was studied briefly. The effect of facility
background pressure was also studied. See Refs. 3, 15

Thrust Vector Migration < 0.150 migration during turn-on or change of thrust level 12-27 mN. See Refs.
12,13 for details

Ion Flux, Plasma Density Measured at several thrust levels over a wide angular range. See Refs. 7,14.
Profiles
Electron, Ion Energy Energy spread of beam ions varies from 5 to 10 eV for 13-24 mN and 0 to ±200 off
Distribution the plume axis. Electron energy distribution is non-Boltzmann. See Refs. 7, 14.
Plasma Potential Profiles 7-13 Volts over the operating points and plume coordinates chosen. Peaks at 15 cm

downstream. See Refs. 7, 14.
Beam Divergence 895 = 16.20 at 122 cm. See Refs. 7,14 for details. AEA: 695 = 120 at 60-120 cm.
Charge State Distribution Xe+ 2 and Xe' fractional currents measured over wide operating range as function of

angle. Ratio ofXe 2 :Xe highest at plume center. See Refs. 11,14.
Plume-Induced About 60 for 24 GHz transmission through plume center at 25 mN, 20 cm
Microwave Phase Shift downstream. See Refs. 8-10.
Electron Density Center electron density (25 mN, 20 cm downstream) = 2x10 cm-3 See Refs. 8-10.
Distribution
Grid Dynamics Telemicroscopic grid viewing, studying grid spacing and alignment dependence.on

Soperating point. Grid motion correlated with thrust vector migration. See Ref. 13.
Fe,Fe4 Efflux Rate Fe' measured by ion mass spectrometry, and Fe by QCM combined with elemental

analysis. See Refs. 4,14.
Mo Efflux, Erosion Rate Integrated efflux rate is 12 g/10,000 hours at Table la 25 mN operating point. See

Refs. 4,14.
Xe Density Profile Xe density is a clear maximum on centerline, even close to grids. Measured by

multiphoton laser-induced fluorescence. Ref. 5.
RF, Microwave Noise Highest noise from neutralizer at about 10 MHz. See Ref 30.
(EMI)
Thermal Emission Thermal images obtained indicate thermal emission profile. Approximate
Distribution & temperatures available after image calibration. See Ref. 6.
Component Temperature
Total Mass Deposition Measured by QCM, 21" from thruster, 10-50" off grid plane. See Ref. 4.
Rate Profile
Emission Spectrum (uv, Unnormalized spectrum, 200-850 nm. Xe' lines dominate. See Ref. 3.
visible)
Absolute Thrust Level Results slightly lower than expected, after accounting for measured thrust loss

factors. See Ref. 13,14.
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The XIPS-13 should have a longer accelerator internal components (wall, screen grid. baffle disk) can
grid lifetime than the UK-10. for a similar propellant then be estimated.
utilization. Longer life is expected due to the lower If possible, a hollow cathode model will be
average current density across the gnd (the gnd area is developed which will describe the current-voltage
70% greater), but comes at the price of larger thruster charactenstic in terms of geometry and propellant flow
size The XIPS is less variable as far as operating rate. This can be combined with the discharge chamber
point, but is also less complex, which may increase and beam plasma models to form a model of overall
reliability ion thruster operation.

The arcjet. now in use for NSSK on several The utility of the modeling codes can be
spacecraft, is probably a bridge between chemical illustrated by examples of beam plasma modeling
thrusters and ion thrusters. The teflon pulsed plasma results. For example, the analysis of ion trajectories
thruster (PPT), not listed in Table 4. has the indicated a substantial dependence of beamlet
disadvantages of high contamination potential and divergence on accelerator voltage. This gave
high power system mass penalty: these may be too substantial credibility to a hypothesis inspired by
great to overcome experimental data, that direct impingement effects

were a rather strong function of the voltage. The
1.7 Computational Modeling numerical calculation of accelerator grid current level

The modeling effort is being conducted by Prof is in good agreement with experimental results. The
Wilbur 32 at Colorado State University, and monitored calculation indicates that comparable impingement
by NASA To effectively utilize the relevant data rates apply to charge exchange ions produced in the
produced by the Aerospace test program, conclusion of inter-grid region, and downstream of the grid set. The
modeling work was planned for the end of calendar sputter yield on average will be higher for those ions
1995. well after UK-10 FCT program formal formed in the inter-grid region, lending support to a
conclusion. semi-empirical determination of accelerator grid

The core effort focuses on the ion acceleration erosion rate considerably higher than the product of
and ejection phase of engine operation, including grid current and sputter yield at the grid voltage
charge-exchange ion production and accelerator gnd (typically 225V negative)
impingement as well as certain aspects of the
neutralization process. Subsequent work will be 11.8 Data Base
conducted on the ion-production phase in the discharge One of the primary goals of the UK-10 FCT
chamber, and the operational characteristics of hollow program was the establishment of a comprehensive
cathodes While each of the relevant models is being data base of information. Most of the contents of this
developed for application to the UK-10 thruster, the data base can be found in the technical reports
work is of some utility for ion thrusters of all types, documenting the results of individual program

Substantial progress has been achieved to-date elements. The data base includes information produced
in the following areas: i) 3-D computation of ion beam for all aspects of the program, from mission analysis
current density profiles and divergence, ii) numerical and the survey of competitive thruster characteristics,
analysis of the ion-beam neutralization process, iii) to the many laboratory data sets produced by the
computation of downstream neutral density field and program's core effort and the computational modeling
spatial distribution of charge exchange ion production results, many of which are yet to come. A complete
rate, and iv) impingement current of far-field and near- listing of the measurements performed on the T5
field charge exchange ions. Work on a computer code thruster, and a brief comment on each, is given in
to track the motion of charge exchange ions derived Table 5.
from both xenon and contaminant neutrals, is
beginning. IV. Concluding Remarks

The model of the discharge chamber system will
compute discharge chamber performance curves as At the inception of the FCT program, the Air
well as maps of plasma potential and primary and Force had no alternative to chemical thrusters for on-
Maxwellian electron density and energy. These results orbit propulsion, with the exception of the unproven
will enable computation of doubly charged ion arcjet system. It was focused on experimental programs
production rates and current densities to the wall. for high power arcjets to perform orbit transfer
Sputter erosion rates and lifetimes for the various missions. Similarly, NASA was focused on the

development of large ion engines for interplanetary
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I
missions. Several attractive options for N-S The test and evaluaton team included
stationkeeping and maneuvering have become Aerospace investigators J.E. Pollard. S W Janson. R.P
available in the last several years, and the use of ion Welle L.K Johnson, and the author, as well as
propulsion is recommended for both military and Professor P.C.T deBoer. on sabbatical from Cornell
commercial spacecraft based on the results of this FCT Uruversity, and Lt L.N. Ahmed. in a 1 year Education
program. The USAF will directly benefit from utilizing with Aerospace program These investigators were
this technology, but in the past has been reluctant supported by R.H. Ueunten, EM Yohnsee, EW.
because of risk. The UK-10 FCT program has Fournier, and L.S. Garman The work was performed
contnbuted significantly to the reduction of risk in in the Propulsion and Environmental Chemistry
using gridded ion thruster technology. One of the Section, managed by R.B. Cohen
drivers to accept the remaining risk is the dramatic
increase in need to reduce costs while maintaining or
improving capabilities.

This test program concluded that the UK-10 is
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